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* May 2017 – Ely gets ‘half-hourly’- the rest of us don’t          * May 2017 – new Cambridge North gets Ely trains   
* Express pain relief?  Andy Gibbs reveals no brand names!                                                      * More room to park … 

“If you want to get there,” so it goes, “you 
shouldn’t start from here!” Another edition, 
another misquote: an East Anglian joke.  Or an 
Irish one.  Or .... Let’s just stick with East Anglia.  
 

Using the same sort of reverse logic, you 
wouldn’t build a new station, perfectly located 
for accessing knowledge-based jobs in the north 
of Cambridge from the very places where the 
house prices are not totally impossible, without 
making sure the trains were able to stop there.  
Surely you wouldn’t?  Seriously now? 
 

Nor would you pass an area bristling with 12,000 
jobs (with the massive construction going ahead, 
the job total there is expected to double) without 
stopping?  You’d think in a joined-up way, surely? 
 

Err … well it’s a bit late now to start from somewhere 
else:  Fen Line trains are too full to call at Cambridge 
North for now; they pass the Cambridge Biomedical 
Campus (Addenbrooke’s) without pausing.  Yet things 
are beginning to stir and relief is coming, some 
sooner, some later. Trouble is, the problems are now. 
 

“More and longer trains” – oh, how we need you! 
 
  

‘Half-hourly’ to Ely                  Cambridge North  
Our coverage of the expected May 2017 timetable in this issue  

is based on times shown by National Rail Enquiries for  
Monday 22 May, with supplementary information 

from www.realtimetrains.co.uk 
 

For more information (far too much to show here) we suggest 
that Members visit: 

http://www.flua.org.uk/documents/Fen%20Line%20May%202017%20E
XPECTED%20passenger%20timings.pdf 

and 
http://www.flua.org.uk/documents/Peak%20journeys%20to-

from%20London%20and%20Cambridge%20-% 
20our%20requests.pdf 

 

 
 

Decongestant – fast!  Thank you, Doctor, a brilliant remedy, but what’s 
been keeping you?  At Ely North Junction, the double lines on the left 
sweep towards Peterborough, all trains to/from King’s Lynn and to/from 
Norwich have to use the single track to the right.    Photo: BBC Look East 
 

 “Positive and productive” says FLUA Chairman Colin Sampson 
about the 2nd Downham Market Rail Summit, held on Friday 21 
January 2017, “MPs, LEPs, County and District/Borough 
Councils, Network Rail and Train Companies … and last, but not 
least, FLUA, are of one mind.” The LEPs along with rail 
companies, are expected to fund Ely Area feasibility studies. 
 

We are very mindful of the risks level crossings may pose to rail 
users (and to others) and we therefore support the draft 
Network Rail (Cambridgeshire Level Crossing Reduction) Order. 
  

 

 
 

The face of success!   We know all about sitting in the luggage rack – not 
to mention how to cram down the aisles – in our old trains, but how will 
the new class 387 trains cope? This is Waterbeach, going in to Cambridge 
– our big worry is how things will pan out coming home from Cambridge 
between 1700 and 1800 (faces obscured for privacy reasons).         
 

Cambridge station area developers Brookgate are planning a 
new business district around the new Cambridge North station, 
including 1,000,000 sq. ft. of business park, hotel, shops, etc.  
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Cambridge North and May 2017   
Sunday 21 May 2017 – that’s the opening date for 
the new Cambridge North station.  But Fen Line 
trains will pass through without stopping. The 
station is managed by Greater Anglia and rightly it 
will be their show on the opening day – the very first 
train to call will be their 0850 Cambridge-Norwich. 
 

The next day will be different – Great Northern’s 
0454 King’s Lynn-King’s Cross will open the batting 
(calling at 0539) being followed at 0603 by Greater 
Anglia’s 0517 King’s Lynn-Liverpool Street train.    
 

 
 

The building work at Cambridge North is nearly finished.       Photo: Ben Walsh  
 

21 May 2017 sees a new timetable.  The one which 
was supposed to introduce half-hourly King’s Lynn-
King’s Cross services, but which won’t, courtesy of 
that Ely North Junction and area logjam.   
 

The other May 2017 promise – new air-conditioned 
387 trains – will be met.   And Ely, but only Ely at this 
stage, gets a ‘half-hourly’ service to King’s Cross.   
 

Some 110 mph 387 trains are already running to Ely. 
 

 
 

 

 

At 2355, on Friday 24 February 2017, the day after Storm Doris had caused 
such huge disruption, the 2244 from King’s Cross arrived Ely 2 minutes early.          
Martin Thorne caught this first ‘387’ passenger working north of Cambridge. 
 

So, cut to the chase, what’s the May 2017 timetable 
like?  Answer: good for Ely, disappointing for our 
other five stations.  To be fair, it integrates the new 
Ely-King’s Cross trains into the existing timetable, 
it’s designed for more reliability, and it’s subject to 
significant changes in 2018, when the new 
Thameslink services from Cambridge have to be 
taken into account.  And we agree we don’t want 
two major timetable upheavals in close succession. 
 

But why can’t King’s Lynn trains call at Cambridge 
North, a big selling point of GTR’s promised Great 
Northern Mainline Route GN1 concept? Why can’t 
the forthcoming extra Ely services stop at 
Waterbeach at the very least? 
 

Passengers are routinely compressed to the last 
cubic inch during what we laughingly call the ‘rush 
hour’.  No room for any more in here, gov, honest!   
 

So (except at the two ends of the day) no Cambridge 
North trains to/from 5 out of the 6 Fen Line stations. 
 

The new Ely services will be 8-car in length, surely 
they could stop at Waterbeach?  Err, no – 
Waterbeach’s platforms need extending (good try)!  
 

Plans for infrastructure to take longer trains, the 
King’s Lynn-Cambridge 8-car project, are being 
worked on by NR.  No instant cure though:  we 
understand the target date is December 2018. 
 

 

 
 

Timetabling is done with precision (not easy).  The 1619 Cambridge-Downham 
Market has to accommodate school leaving-off times; it also offers relief to 
the busy 1544 King’s Cross-King’s Lynn.  We’re concerned about overloaded 
peak trains to/from Cambridge as well as to/from King’s Cross.   
 

 
 

This table is designed to be enlarged on a screen. Members who’d 
like a paper copy - contact Andy Tyler and we’ll gladly send you one.   

 
 

What’s our prescription?  All Fen Line trains calling 
at Cambridge North, many short-running trains 
extended to/from King’s Lynn, most serving all 
stations north of Cambridge.  Oh yes: take daily! 



Cambridge South - next stop? 
We say “stop where the jobs are.” AstraZeneca 
and John Laing have co-funded a station study and 
are working with NR, train companies and others. 
 

 “AstraZeneca are very much aware of the Fen Line and 
indeed, a number of our staff have chosen to live along the 
route.  It is great that you are able to support the inclusion of 
any future Cambridge South (Addenbrooke’s/CBC) station in 
your proposals for the ‘non-stop’ routes to King’s Cross.  We 
hope such a station would be of value to commuters from all 
directions and it is so rewarding to receive support from the 
wider community without us even agreeing to align our 
messages!” says Andy Williams of AstraZeneca. 
 

 

 
 

A Fen Line train passes the CBC (Cambridge Biomedical Campus). 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital already employs 12,000 there. Papworth Hospital and 
AstraZeneca are both in build:  there’s likely to be 25,000 jobs on site in future. 
 

Andy is Vice President Cambridge Strategy and Operations for 
the pharmaceuticals giant. We asked him to tell us more about 
what’s going on, down by the trackside.    This is what he said: 
 

“AstraZeneca’s new Research and Development centre 
and global corporate headquarters will be located on the 
CBC. Construction is well underway and our first 
scientists are scheduled to move in at the end of this 
year. In parallel to building our new home our 
community has been growing with staff living in and 
around Cambridge, and many along the Fen Line. 
 

“Since early 2014, scientists from many different departments 
across AstraZeneca have been moving to Cambridge to be 
close to the academic, life-sciences and healthcare hub here. 
The next generation of medicines rely on innovation to solve 
the most complex healthcare problems and bring new 
treatments to unmet patient needs. These solutions are found 
through collaboration and working alongside experts in many 
different fields. Our new home on the CBC is designed to 
encourage interaction across our own science units and 
between our teams and the Cambridge ecosystem. 
 

“An important success factor is access, not only to the 
CBC but also across and into Cambridge. Collaboration 
requires people having the opportunity to meet up and 
talk to each other. The CBC can provide this environment 
as well as important amenities for the community. We 
are committed to supporting sustainable access for our 
staff and all workers, patients and visitors coming to the 
site and communities living locally.  
 

“It’s with this in mind that we support Cambridge South 
station and have co-funded the feasibility study that 
shows it’s a viable option and important asset to all.” 

 
Richard Schofield, Network Rail's Managing Director, Anglia Route, spoke to  
the ‘Cambridge News’ recently: "The work on the Ely bypass will make a huge 
difference to the way people travel in this area. It will enable us to remove a 
level crossing at the station, which is the first step to changing the way trains 
travel through the constrained Ely area.” Road work was launched on 9 March.  
 

Express pain relief?  By Andy Gibbs 
Not too bad (Storm Doris excluded) on my daily 
Downham Market-King’s Cross jaunt. So what about this: 
 

On Thursday 16 February I travelled homeward bound 
to Norfolk aboard the 1944 ex King’s Cross, which, when 
I arrived on the concourse, was shown to be delayed by 
20 minutes. About a minute before its actual departure   
at 2017, the station announcer warned passengers that 
my train would not stop at Letchworth and Royston.  The 
2014 to King’s Lynn (which makes those stops) had just 
left!  We passed that on-time train at Hitchin, where it 
was held, waiting for us on the fast line to pass it. 
 

When we reached Cambridge the driver announced the 
train would split and the front 4-cars would run non-stop 
to King’s Lynn.  There was a similar announcement on 
the platform, the information screens agreed, and, just 
to make sure, the driver repeated his non-stop message. 
 

Passengers including myself, poured off, and we were 
told to catch the 2014 train, which was running not far 
behind. I arrived at Downham Market at 2147, which 
would have been only 5 minutes late had I have caught 
the 2014 in the first place.  Which I didn’t!       
 

 Much grumbling from intermediate station 
passengers.  But for Lynn, could this be the start of 
express pain relief, with those new 110mph trains?!!              
 

Temperature’s up – 10,000 new houses?

 
Outline planning permission for part of Waterbeach ‘new town’ (brown/dark 
area) was applied for on 27 February 2017.  The first phase of that scheme (up 
to 1600 dwellings) envisages use of the existing, but lengthened, Waterbeach 
station.   It’s a 20-year plan, and, if it goes ahead, eventually Waterbeach 
station would be moved northwards.  The Government is one of the applicants. 



Lady in the Luggage Rack 
by Mawrenna Gleid 

Do you remember the construction of platforms 7 
and 8 at Cambridge?  It was a somewhat strange 
experience, watching what would be literally the 
ground under our feet take shape from nothing.  Who 
thinks now about the fact they’re so much newer?  
They may have been spliced in at a later date, but 
they’re so well integrated that we take them for 
granted.  But now we’re getting a whole new station. 
 

Cambridge North for a long time seemed to be little 
more than a set-piece of bulldozers and cement 
mixers, interspersed with huddles of orange-clad 
figures either studying blueprints or having a quick 
cuppa.  But as the days draw out and new leaves 
begin to unfurl, it’s springing up out of the ground.   
 

The platforms are no longer just lines on a map, but 
physical structures that you could alight at, if the train 
would only pause on its hurried way.  There’s a 
footbridge arching over the line, weaving the two 
sides into one larger whole.  Over on the city side, the 
bare bones of the station buildings are stretching up 
towards the sky.  Soon they’ll be growing roofs and 
walls and floors, until at last there’s a final flourishing 
of coffee shops and car park spaces. 
 

But at the moment, it’s silent, except for the bustle of 
construction vehicles.  It’s the opposite of a ghost 
town; the only shades waiting on the platforms are 
those of future passengers.  If all goes well, it’ll be 
open for business in May and it’ll become just 
another piece of infrastructure, taken for granted. 
 

But before then, take a moment to look up from 
your book or your phone, and watch a station grow. 
 

Kings Lynn resident Mawrenna is a regular on the Cambridge Run. 
 

 
 

 

 

Valentine’s Day and the two parts of the 0954 King’s Lynn-
King’s Cross have a tiff at Cambridge, refusing to speak to 
one another. In the end, the two parts went off to London 
separately – some quick thinking minimised delays. Back in 
1987, 9 minutes were allowed to swap the diesel loco for 
an electric one.  Nowadays 6 minutes are allowed to join 
units.  Splitting and joining portions costs precious minutes! 
    

More room to park … at Ely, Littleport … 
 

 
 

East Cambridgeshire District Council has granted planning approval for 
two car parks serving stations.  128 new spaces are to be provided at 
Angel Drove, Ely, with a walkway to the station there, and the station car 
park at Littleport (pictured) is to be extended.  Some 80 spaces are to be 
made to the west of the existing ones (behind the cars in the photograph). 
 

and at Waterbeach … 
where 3 more bays have been created, though 
there’s now no dedicated space for motorcycles. 
 

whereas elsewhere … 
 

 
 
 

King’s Lynn station has three car parks but they are not sufficient: at times 
of high demand, drivers park on the road linking the two parking areas on 
the southern side of the station, as seen here.                  Photo: David Bell  
 

New shelter at Littleport, attractive re-painting at 
Downham Market and toilet refurbishment at King’s Lynn 
are all items to note– there’s always something going on.  

 

Ten years ago 
The Fenman issue 1/2007 quoted Network Rail’s press release 

‘Good News for King’s Lynn’: “at present passengers from 
Cambridge and King’s Lynn have to travel to King’s Cross and 

change …. The Thameslink project will simplify this and create a 
direct route to Gatwick.”  The same issue also reported:  “FCC 

and the government are actively sorting out 12-car Cambridge-
London trains.  After that, FCC says, would be Phase Two – eight-

car trains to King’s Lynn.”  [FCC were the predecessors of GTR]. 
 

 

Four-and-a-half million Fen Line users now!  
Official 2015/6 station usage estimates show that 
three of East Anglia's ‘top 12’ busiest stations are on 
the Fen Line (East Anglia counted as Cambs, Norfolk 
and Suffolk).  Ely is the fifth most used, King’s Lynn 
the eighth, Downham Market comes in at number 12. 
Watlington (with 149,000 users, our quietest station) 
ranks 31st out of East Anglia’s 75 stations.  With 10.9 
million users, Cambridge is the busiest of them. 

http://orr.gov.uk/statistics/published-stats/station-usage-estimates 
 

The AGM will be held at Waterbeach on Saturday 18 November 
2017.  We want to celebrate the opening of Cambridge North – 
even if most stations will have no meaningful service to it yet!   


